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Context

This report is part of a study commissioned by the Pebble Trust1 which supports projects
contributing to its vision of ‘a more sustainable, equal and low-carbon society’. The study is intended
to inform policy makers and practitioners about the impacts of forest practice on soil carbon and
how such impacts may be mitigated. The objectives include 1. reviewing relevant science,
particularly in relation to peaty organic soils; 2. a study of current practices, knowledge and
perspectives of forestry stakeholders (the subject of this report); and 3. an assessment of the
legislative and policy tools available to shape practice. The full reports are available on the Forest
Policy Group’s website from January 2022. The research was commissioned and conducted before
the publication of the Cultivation for Upland Productive Woodland Creation Sites applicant's guide2
and provides insight into the relationships between science, practice and policy.
2

Introduction

To understand the effects of forestry practice on soils we need to include the experiences of
foresters, contractors and regulators, who observe at close hand the development of forestry over
decades, and the effects of different approaches to soil and tree management.
Ground preparation and harvesting inevitably disturb soil carbon; some practices disturb it more
than others. Mitigation of such disturbance involves change in forestry practice, which is in turn
influenced by a range of factors including knowledge, values and incentives, in turn potentially
influenced by policy and mechanisms such as grants, advice and regulations. It is therefore
important to understand the issues from the perspective of practitioners and other stakeholders
who work closely with practitioners.
This report3 aims to present the issues as far as possible in the words of the stakeholders
themselves. It is based on 16 interviews with commercial forest managers, independent agents,
public sector forest managers, contractors, regulators, and forestry membership bodies.
Methods are briefly described in Appendix 1. In the following sections, quotations are formatted as
indented paragraphs in italics. The code following each quotation is a unique identifier; the letters
indicate the stakeholder group (see Table 1), and the number replaces the name to ensure
anonymity. Quotes have been edited for conciseness, and to remove names of particular
organisations or colleagues, and expletives, but not to change the sense.
The structure of the report follows the four main themes of the interviews:





Practice: how is ground preparation happening, and how has that evolved
Influences on practice: how colleagues, clients, policy and the public affect practice
Advice and guidance: the effectiveness of existing guidance
Science and knowledge: how practitioners assess and use scientific and other knowledge
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This report constitutes Output 4: “An overview of foresters’ attitudes and practices in relation to treatment
of soils including an assessment of the forest sector’s understanding of soil carbon, the reasons why forest
managers and contractors use certain techniques, and how they engage with available information and
guidance.”
2
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Table 1. Stakeholders interviewed for this study
Stakeholder
group

Code

Regulators (SF,
SEPA)
Private sector
large forest
management
companies
Forestry
membership
organisations
Contractors

RE

Number
interview
ed
2

FM

5

MO

2

Representatives of organisations that speak on behalf of
the forestry profession and / or industry

CO

2

Public sector
forestry
Independent

PS

2

IN

3

Independent businesses contracted to prepare and plant
woodland creation and restock sites
Forest management foresters in Forestry and Land
Scotland
A mixed group of independent agents, forest investment
advisors and estate foresters, grouped to protect
anonymity.
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3.1

Description
Representing Scottish Government agencies responsible
for regulating forestry and water
Employees of largely commercially oriented forest
management companies

Practice
Change since 1980s

Opinion from across all stakeholder groups highlighted that forestry practice had changed and
improved since the 1980s.
Practice has definitely moved on: both ground prep, but also soil type in terms of getting
approvals for planting. [IN1]
Many in the private sector felt that they were still judged on the practices of the 1980s and that
government agencies, NGOs and the public needed educating to understand the changes that had
been made. Some saw the level of debate as inflammatory.
As an industry we are still tarred with the brush of the 1980s. [Government agency] don’t
understand modern forestry. That’s disappointing. That mindset is also prevalent in many
agencies and members of other conservation organisations. Sometimes it’s prejudice, sometimes
lack of knowledge [IN3]
I see some of the stuff written, … that everything done in the 60s and 70s was appalling. And
some of it was, but some of it was fundamental to driving the growth of the forest industry. [IN1]
You get perceptions and misperceptions. People look at woodlands that were planted in the 70s
and they say we don’t want more of that thank you. And we say, well we don’t want more of that
thank you. [FM4]
Some extended these objections to the scientific evidence that is available. Commenting on the
paper by Vanguelova et al. (2019), one said:
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It’s looking at sites that are now two rotations old, they had done wrong old fashioned things,
downhill drains, ploughed, some practices would never be done now, others only on very carefully
chosen sites. [MO1]
Some referred to the Water Guidelines and noted the degree of consensus behind them,
demonstrating how observation and professional concern led to change.
When I first started ploughing 30 yrs ago it’s what everyone did, you didn’t question. As soon as
the guidelines got a lot better we changed. In the same way we used to plant between the walls
of a property. [IN2]
In 8os we had the water management guidelines. 5-10 yrs before that no one cared, they just
ploughed any angle. I was managing woodlands in Eskdalemuir that had been planted in the
1960s. The drains were at inconsistent levels, there was lots of scour and deposition. People
hadn’t thought it through, it’s really quite basic. [FM3]
Some from the regulatory side felt that although water runoff management had improved, recent
increase in support for commercial conifer afforestation had led to a return to possibly inappropriate
ground preparation.
It’s a mixed bag in terms of what’s happening. I thought a few years ago we’d gone forward, we
were getting fewer commercial schemes, most people accepted that, but obviously the larger
scale stuff has come back on the agenda. There is more ploughing going on than 10 yrs ago,
because there’s more afforestation. [RE2]
we have been asked to avoid trench mounding as much as possible, but the main reason for that
is because sites that were trench mounded 30yrs ago, are now being felled and harvesting
machinery is having problems because of the trenches that are still there 30 yrs on. So [the
change of policy is] more focused on the practicality. [PS1]
3.2

Ground prep for woodland creation

Discussion about ground prep for woodland creation focused on organic soils but covered the full
range of upland soils as forest managers reflected on the options available to them.
A key focus of discussion was ploughing: most forest managers, contractors and regulators
translated ‘ground prep’ into consideration of the pros and cons of ploughing.
There was no single view on ploughing. As discussed below rationales for ploughing use arguments
based on experience, direct observation, belief and claims of expertise; but these arguments are
used on both ‘sides’. Older foresters tended to have stronger views, using arguments of efficiency
and cost-effectiveness (based on drainage, weed control and speed of seedling establishment).
The most important thing for us is to get the trees established as quickly as possible – on peaty
soils, wetter soils, we’d prefer to plough. [FM5]
We’d happily screef if we get paid for doing it, the problem [for the forester] is the ongoing
maintenance, what quality of timber you are going to grow [if you don’t plough]? [CO1]
Ploughing is not the best silviculture long term but it’s definitely the best way of getting trees
established. With mound you have less raised area weed free, and with plough you have
effectively a drain. So it’s a huge benefit on peaty gleys, shallow peats and peaty podzols. [FM2]
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Views were strong and sometimes emotive:
In west Argyll ploughing is fantastic. It worked in the 60s 70s 80s, and it works again. Scottish
Forestry’s attitudes have changed but it works. [FM1]
It is pretty offensive, this message that is going out, that ploughing or any form of semiaggressive prep is a bad thing or that any foresters doing that are somehow antediluvian. [IN1]
Some (from all stakeholder groups) felt that there was no need for ploughing at all, and that a
blanket ban would be desirable. Reasons not to plough include safety, need for supervision, and
landscape impact, as well as carbon impact. But it is clear that the other objections have existed for
as long as, or longer, than concerns about carbon loss.
Some people have quite happily moved away from ploughing, even the bigger ones, it depends
on the agents really. But [others] have dug their heels in and seem to be determined almost on a
point of principal. [RE2]
I’ve never rated the ploughing, it’s the erosion and the scarring; if it has to be ploughed straight
up and down the hill, it just creates problems. The mounder scoops bit of the soil out, turns it,
there’s no continuous furrow. [CO2]
Arguments on both ‘sides’ involved detailed analysis and sometimes negotiation of the effects of
ploughing.
A year or two ago there was more of an argument for lack of a better word between us and the
regulator about what we could and couldn’t plough; it delayed a scheme by roughly a year. We
had intended to plough, but we were forced into mounding. The ground conditions weren’t safe
to work with the mounder. The plough cuts in and works as a brake, whereas the mounder can
flip round. We mounded what we could, had a site meeting with SF, it was borderline because the
soil type was fine but they were concerned about the slope and risk of runoff for erosion. We
brough them to the site and saw the mounder working and the constraints they were having. It
got to the point where we were allowed to plough. [FM5]
Another problem with ploughing is that it is difficult to do it well, it needs planning and
sensitivity. You shouldn’t, but someone with a mounder you can let them get on with it, there is
much less scope to do damage. With the ploughing if you are doing it properly to avoid problems
with water runoff you need to spend time marking out the sites, marking drains. If you do it
properly you have to lift the plough before the drains. [RE2]
I go to sites where I see ground prep that looks to me to be more aggressive than it needs to be,
for examples continuous mounding which looks almost like ploughing. We see these long
cultivation scars running straight up and down the hillside. They are supposed to leave bridges,
the cultivator is lifted every so often so you don’t get drains running down the hill. In some cases I
don’t think those diamonds are big enough and you get a lot of erosion. When you do draining
you are only allowed to go 2 degrees off the horizontal, but when doing ground prep you are
allowed to go vertically. [MO2]
I think that some really bad practice has gone on in the past, probably a bit still goes on by
accident. But if all the guidelines on stopping sedimentation and breaking plough lines are carried
out, it wouldn’t be so bad. It comes back to what the soils are on the site. [IN1]
There were differing views on whether the shift to planting on agricultural soils meant more or less
ploughing:
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There are still sites that need a bit of shallow ploughing … sites that are slightly waterlogged
need a bit of a trench mound to get the water away. Remember that the farmer probably had
drains under the ground to take that away. The only difference is forestry drains are visible.
We’re breaking up the old tile drains and putting in contour drains. [RE1]
On better ground, ploughing just wasn’t needed. If you plough … you don’t realise how many
weeds grow. [CO2]
We’ve got lots of sites where you are maybe planting ex-grass fields on mineral soils where they
haven’t been compacted, you don’t require a huge amount of drainage, no iron pan,
straightforward site. Shallow ploughing is cheap to do, does not destroy the soil structure. On
those sites after five yrs you hardly notice that the soil has been disturbed at all, and it is prudent
to get the trees away quickly. [IN1]
Conversely one respondent felt that the shift away from deep peat meant that ploughing was no
longer needed :
Ploughing never needs to be an option. Back in the day, you had to deep plough, but the 50 cm
rule4 negates that, now you don’t want to be on those sites anyway. I could see some of the
benefits but they are not that great. What’s wrong if we don’t grow yc 30, but if it’s yc 26 or 28,
what’s the problem? [IN2]
3.3

Ground prep for restock

For restock, most said that trench mounding was the default option but some said this varied with
soil type:
Mounding is the general technique, it allows us to maximise the replanting area. We tend to go
along with trench mounding as far as possible. [FM5]
Trench mounding is the only way to restock. Stumps are big because we are behind the curve,
oversize trees, no way you could scarify. [FM1]
In the east on much better soils, we don’t default to trench mounding. We do a mechanical screef
to take away that bit of ground vegetation. [PS2]
Across the spectrum of stakeholders there was a strong view that ground prep for restock is a
greater concern than for woodland creation, in terms of carbon loss and other environmental
damage.
We have walked over lots of restock sites in our lives, they are terrible places. The trench
mounding is so aggressive, I think sometimes ground prep is done which doesn’t need to be done
at all. [MO2]
Restock ground prep is a huge issue. With a lot of the bigger productive forests in the Borders the
standard method is trench mounding. The aggressiveness very much depends on the experience
of the forester and the contractor. I have seen some horrendous sites. Trenches were being dug 35 ft deep, bringing up completely sterile soil. Think back to why it is that you are doing it … it’s
just bad practice. [IN1]
That’s a bit of a blind spot - people are getting incredibly interested on how you prepare the
ground at afforestation but ignore what happens at restock. So they’re doing pretty invasive
4
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ground prep at restock. Most commercial sites are all mounded. That’s quite a lot of digging
about. Some of those sites are quite peaty. [FM3]
Most sites should be hinge mounding. I’ve never understood trench mounding. For me on drier
sites you should just scarify. Hinge mounding isn’t a lot more expensive and to my mind it leaves
a far better site. The economic argument doesn’t stack up. If you look at the difference it’s £100 /
ha in a 40 yr discounted cash flow, the difference is worth a mars bar. It is cheaper on the day
and the bill to the owner is less but most investors have got a 40 yr discount. And on timber yield
it won’t’ make any difference. I don’t think that’s a valid argument. [IN2]
For several respondents this was where they found the opportunity to bring about change,
exercising professional judgement rather than responding to regulation. Some examples cited the
opportunity to change to more sustainable forest management:
Restock is an opportunity to put right the wrongs of the 60s, 70s, etc. It’s the only chance, a short
window to put something better back on that landscape. The private sector is a bit hit and miss
on this. [RE1]
We are UKWAS certified so when restocking we are looking at the sites and taking out areas that
might have been planted inappropriately in the first place e.g. wetland. In some cases it almost
plans itself because where the trees are growing well is where they should be growing.
Productive woodland area is decreasing. Overall is same or increasing. [IN3]
Others were using their own judgement to change the ground prep methods even where the same
species were going into the next rotation:
On more peaty soils where there is less vegetation more recently I’ve been brash raking, bringing
the brash together to make narrower rows where the planters can screef where the brash mats
have been previously. Because there is very little vegetation it’s very easy to direct plant rather
than have mounds. [PS1]
Brash recovery has made a massive difference to planting the site. You don’t need to do trench
mounding because it leaves a clear site. [CO1]
The public sector has more of a focus on restock than woodland creation. One (non-SF) regulator felt
the standard of restock in FLS was ‘very good’. This view is far from universal although most
criticisms focus on the length of time that clearfell sites are left fallow on public forest land. [The
implications for carbon storage are not clear.]
Private sector goes straight in to restock. As soon as the forwarder is off the site. I’m always
jealous. I get frustrated with the waiting three years. What also happens with leaving sites that
long is, they can get missed completely. [PS1]
FLS foresters described the detailed attention they give to restock ground prep. It seemed that the
initiative to shift to windrowing in several cases came from the FM forester convincing senior
managers:
I would be looking at the soil types and also how much harvesting residue is left on that site. If
there’s been a windblow there can be a lot of residue which leaves me with very little option on
how I can get rid of that in order to restock. For a particularly nutrient rich soil you are obviously
going to have a lot of vegetation so the only way to deal with that is to trench mound. [PS1]
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I have years of experience on the west coast as a restocking forester, on poor soils. The default
position was to trench mound everything. I did manage to convince a line manager to do a bit of
windrowing just to try to ameliorate some of the runoff that we were getting from the trenches,
which worked ok. But as an organisation we don’t do hot planting5 so you have a lot of
vegetation to deal with. [PS2]
This has grown into a more top-down directive:
There’s a growing consensus among senior managers that we move away from trench mounding
as default but remains the foresters decision about what the site needs. [PS2]
Some in the private sector were sceptical
On many of the upland peaty gleys planted in the 60s, I have seen people try to re-establish either
without ground prep or with very minimal stuff and in a lot of instances the restock has been a
disaster: low survival and very poor growth rates. [IN1]
This is one area where experience and seniority was mentioned as a factor affecting good practice:
95% is hinge mounding. I’m in the fortunate position that I’m sole forester so imposing my
position onto ops. Likewise v early on when mounding came in in early 90s looking at lot of trench
mounding and was concerned at impact. [IN3]
When I was working in the south [of Scotland] I looked at colleagues who were doing trench
mounding, my gut instinct told me that’s not right, effectively you are putting in deep trenches,
you are releasing nitrogen-rich runoff from the brash deep into the soil, and there won’t be the
microbes there to deal with it because you’ve cut through. So I decided in my district we’re not
going to trench mound, we just do scratch drains; we don’t do deep ditches and bury the brash.
So it means in our part of the world instead of the brash buried in deep trenches it is nudged into
windrows. It’s much harder to do for the operators but I wouldn’t risk nitrogen-rich runoff going
deep into the soil and potentially polluting watercourses. [FM4]
3.4

Deep peat silviculture

The question of planting on deep peat led to reflection on the idiosyncrasies of regulation affecting
woodland creation and restock. No respondent disputed the 50cm limit applied to peat depth
permitted for new planting, but some reflected on the past:
I was taught how to plough peat with double wheeled trailed ploughs incredibly deep, when I
came into practical forestry. What all practitioners understand is that the afforestation of deep
peat sites is now seen as not being a sensible thing to do. The idea of ploughing up blanket bogs
is a thing of the past, I hope. [IN1]
Many commented on the implications of restocking on deep peat.
Some started by discussing the practicalities:
If it’s very deep peat and a very wet site, I’m going to have a lot of full length timber in those
brash mats because the harvester and forwarder has had to come up with a way of preventing
the mats from sinking. So there will be a lot of timber sunk into the site that I can’t see. Those are
the kind of sites that are not suitable for brash recovery so that’s always at the forefront when I
go on those sites. I know there’s going to be residue. My only real option is to trench mound so
5
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they can get rid of the timber … basically we are burying it, turning it so that it lies along the row
rather than lying across the rows. [PS1]
If you have deep peat you don’t harvest, it’s a waste of diesel because you don’t get a harvest.
Sometimes the owner says, “I don’t care I want to harvest” and we have to explain we will
struggle to clear that with Scottish Forestry. [FM1]
Some observed that in many cases they had seen good timber production on deep peat although it
depends on conditions:
I’m conscious industry-wide that there are a lot of very successful stands on deep peat. [IN3]
Although there are deep peats and there are deep peats. Some of the flushed peats will grow
perfectly good timber. I don’t particularly have a problem with that. Others pointed out that
changes in practice (e.g. fertilisation) meant that sites that had formerly yielded well would no
longer do so and should not be restocked. [IN2]
You’re allowed to do restock on deep peat if you believe you’ll get yc 12. So if you are putting in
improved Sitka and drain it properly, could you get it away? On some sites you can, on others
you can’t. It’s not just as simple as “deep peat”. [FM1]In certain circumstances I would agree with
putting trees back on deep peat if they are yield class 8 or higher, but these site could need
continual intervention with fertilisers. But because FLS are asking foresters to manage large areas
we lose the intimate knowledge of the sites. This is before succession planning and the foresters
knowledge is not passed on. [PS2]
There is quite a lot of deep peat planted. This one is growing a good crop of trees. A lot better
than they should be. I’m not sure where all the nutrients are coming from. When you stand in the
middle the drainage goes in all directions. Within that there is a lot of yc 18 SS, 25 m tall, very
little wind blow. Good crop, much more wind stable than the text books say. [FM3]
There were reflections that this might go against current concerns about carbon:
I’m surprised we are still replanting deep peat. We are doing 50 ha of deep peat, it will be
mounded and drained and there will be a lot of carbon emissions. I don’t know enough about the
carbon end of things to know if that’s a good thing. In 10 yrs time are we all going to go ‘oh shit’?
[FM3]
Some felt that there was an increasing logic of allowing such sites to revert to (restored) peatland.
There’s a growing push for peatland restoration; a couple of sites in [west Highlands] we didn’t
restock … I think I’m beginning to be persuaded that there are carbon capture benefits to peat
restoration. I’ve been out on site with [FLS peatland expert], it’s been such a benefit to my
knowledge of peatland. [PS2]
I’ve been looking at sites in the north that should never have been planted. You can’t restock
those sites without deep draining. You need to take the trees off and leave them. At the moment
there isn’t the incentive for a landowner to do that. Maybe they should get an incentive. [IN2]
The 50 cm rule is widely accepted.
That’s just the rules, I don’t have a problem. We had a site where Scottish Forestry came and
said, ‘You have planted deep peat’ and in my opinion the FM should have noticed. As soon as I
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walked on site, my knowledge of vegetation said that’s deep peat. So I pulled up the seedlings.
[FM3]
Of course it is now regulation that deep peats are no longer classed as being suitable for
afforestation which is fine. [IN1]
Practical implications of the 50 cm rule include the need for soil mapping and / or site survey. There
was a lot of discussion about the role of foresters’ and operators’ skills, versus availability of suitable
data.
We’ve just cultivated a site using the best methods possible, we did it freehand. SF wanted us to
produce a cultivation map beforehand, we said *** to that we need a guy on the ground who’s
deciding “this soil, this drainage, this particular patch I’m standing in, that’s what I’m going to do
here.” And that’s what we’ve done on site, it looks really good, I’m really impressed, it’s how I
would expect us to deliver going forward. [FM4]
However many reported difficulties with accuracy of soil mapping, increasing expectations of finer
scale soil survey, and rising costs associated with that.
One of the big issues is the accuracy of mapping of deep peat soils. [IN1]
A lot of sites are incredibly variable in terms of soil. I’m constantly amazed by the amount of
finesse required of a FM and machine operator to match the ground prep to the soil map. [MO2]
It’s always difficult to get it quite right particularly to know what sort of buffer to leave around
the deep peat, and exactly where it starts. Difficult sites are mosaics of deep peat and shallow
peat. [FM5]
3.5

Pragmatism, idealism and compromise

Although some talked as though they were locked into a battle of irreconcilable values, most
considered that the main task was to get approval and avoid delays. So regulators commented:
In the new schemes coming forward, I’ve had no objection to the ground prep I’m asking for.
Agents say, ‘Yes we’ll accommodate that, does that mean we’ll get a quick approval?’ [RE1]
Views on how this pragmatism translates into good practice or cutting corners, varied:
It doesn’t matter if anyone cares, the point is there is clear guidance if the water is running dirty
you need to do something about it. From legal not moral point of view. People do the minimum
they can get away with. Every time you do more someone is paying. [FM3]
However for some foresters this focus on pragmatism brought standards down and meant that they
had no time for taking the initiative to do better forestry, in both private and public sector.
In an ideal world I would like to be focusing on how we can improve things for the future. But we
are just trying to survive and cope. We have targets and that’s the main focus. [PS1]
Over on the west where the terrain is brutal for growing trees you lose that [concern about
carbon] because you are panicking to get the trees away. When you get inspected you are good
to go. [FM1]
Every operation we do is a compromise between soils, biodiversity, climate and markets. There’s
more and more pressure on operating outwith certain periods to avoid species disturbance. But the
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mills require wood all year, and the impact on soils and carbon is directly related to the time of year.
I would like to operate certain sites in summer when it’s drier. [IN3]
I said if you mounded you would have the quickest approval ever. That’s what they did, minimum
consultation, went straight through. So good thing is we have precedents. Mounding whole site
to minimise flood risk. [RE1]
Every operation we do is a compromise between soils, biodiversity, climate and markets. [IN3]
These concerns reflected for many a greater concern about the impacts of chemical use, and the
trade-offs needed to manage that.
For one public sector forester the issues represented a triangular dilemma between weevils, ground
vegetation and carbon release.
What happened was the site nearby was felled and the weevils migrated, even though it was
fallow for three years. We’ll use chemicals to get rid of the weeds which is quite expensive and
not ideal when we are trying to reduce chemicals. [PS1]
Others described how they had modified their practices voluntarily to reduce chemical impact.
I’ve done spraying for years; I can spray 50-60 000 trees / day with a quad bike. It’s a lot more
accurate so better for environment. Most foresters want to use kerb or roundup but we use
selective herbicides. You get a real buzz with bees and butterflies, from the pollen rich plants.
[CO2]
For us to screef plant, which is the lowest impact, you’d get nothing done [because of all the
vegetation that would compete with the trees]. The ground prep that we do do, has the
advantage of reducing chemical use. [CO1]
Despite strong views in favour of ploughing it was widely reporting that ploughing is being replaced
by continuous mounding because of innovations that have reduced the cost.
We hardly ever plough. Continuous mounding is a lot cheaper now than it used to be. [CO1]
Five years ago there were very few continuous mounders, we used more sophisticated imported
machines, which cost more. But now we’ve got much simpler continuous mounders - for most
sites they do a good job and are cheaper. [RE2]
A number of machinery operators and contractors were mentioned as having developed
innovations. The developer of the Enviro-mounder explained that he designed it because there was
no suitable machine for Scottish conditions, and built his ideas on agricultural machinery.
We were using diggers to make a mound, I thought there must be an easier way. A digger is £5600 / ha and on a good day will do a hectare, using 130 litres of diesel. On a reasonable day the
Enviromounder will do 6 ha and uses 100 litres of diesel for a whole week. [CO]
This and other contractors were widely recognised for their innovations, and the rapid spread of the
systems.
Yes it’s spreading all over Scotland … we’ve got a big job … for really rough hill ground [in the
Highlands], private sector woodland creation on a wet and steep site. The foresters were over the
moon. [CO2]
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The role of contractors in innovating to design machines with lower impact was also recognised in
the public sector:
Working with the contractors we came up with a ripping tool, for an iron pan soil that was quite
clear of vegetation so I didn’t want to mound it, I knew I had to break the pan so I asked them to
use the ripping tool. It’s more suitable for moving around on site and moving the brash. I’ve been
using that on shallower soils or iron pans, or particular rocky sites that you don’t want to put
mounds. [PS2]
4

Influences on practice

The number of comments in interviews indicates that for most participants, ‘professional culture’ or
the accepted norms of doing forestry, are the most significant influence, followed by the wishes of
clients and (usually but not always related) costs.
4.1

Professional culture

Discussions showed some shared and some divergent values underlying forestry practice.
I like trees. I don’t want to plant loads and loads of Sitka, I would like to plant other things. [FM3]
We are fixated on releasing carbon … I get that but I’m a tree farmer, I grow trees for a living, if
the medium is good enough to grow a tree then let’s grow a tree. [FM1]
I’m in forestry because I like the environment. I’m practical enough to know I’m producing a
product. But I want that to be long term sustainable. That’s my ethos. I understand there will be
impacts. But I have to balance that with society’s needs. Plantation forestry in my view can be
managed in such aa way that it does not impact significantly … and still produces the raw
material that is required by society. [IN3]
From across sectors some made amusing remarks about ‘dinosaurs’ who were reluctant to change:
What I find is, old school foresters, they stand up at [professional body] meetings and say, “this is
the way to establish trees”. Forestry is in the dark ages compared with agriculture. You know,
these foresters are still hovering around what was developed in the 50s. [FM4]
To some extent the ploughing enthusiasts were found more in the private sector:
He comes with that [private FM company] culture. He’s a dyed in the wool plougher! But there
are people in the public sector who favour ploughing too. [RE2]
Old attitudes of ‘What we want we get’, still exist. Now we’re having a bit of dummy-out-of-thepram because the government has dared to challenge their domain. If you talk with [various
private forestry organisations], it’s lots of oldish men puffing their chests out talking about the
old days when they could plant trees right up to the river. This old fashioned attitude pervades.
We have got to move forward to proper SFM. [RE1]
Private public sector interactions: where one is chasing profit and the other is conserving value.
[FM2]
It’s the old private sector / Forestry Commission stand-off. Amongst some of the bigger
companies it’s ridiculous. Some say let’s kick the FC because it’s a government organisation. [IN2]
Several thought that any difference in professional values was related to age.
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One thing I do notice is, the older lot, we ploughed everything, way back, and we still tend to
quite like ploughing, whereas the younger staff seem to not like it. [FM3]
The younger ones are more environmentally minded. [FM2]
They don’t know the way the world is going. Young foresters, they’ve gone through the four years
at college. You have less of an issue convincing the younger foresters. [RE2]
This is a mixed blessing however. As some pointed out, younger foresters may also have less
confidence and experience to insist on a more nuanced decision with [also inexperienced] woodland
officers:
I have a huge degree of sympathy for the younger foresters coming through that are faced with
this [situation around the invisible cultivation guidance]. Someone towards end of their career
has the nerve to turn round to the woodland officer and say my experience says this is correct. It's
much more difficult for younger foresters to take that line. Mentoring is not always there. [IN3]
The guidance is not executed by SF very well. Because they don’t employ foresters. For example
we’ve got a new case officer starting who doesn’t have the experience, the time served planting
trees. All they have is the guidance … so they stick to that. [FM1]
One respondent saw it the other way round, as the woodland officers having experience and the
younger private sector foresters not, but this was not a typical response.
The SF person has broad enough experience not to interpret the guidelines slavishly. These young
whippersnappers don’t have enough experience. [MO2]
In the public sector pride in the job was also being eroded:
When I joined it was more of a vocation. We’re feeling quite exploited by our employer. The little
bits of overtime to see that site. The constant change, constant adaptation to the latest trend.
And that’s before you start doing your actual job as a forester. [PS2]
Some thought that foresters should be sticking together, not opening themselves up to criticism.
You know I think the forestry groups have to be careful not to be against each other and get
nothing done. And the sheep industry are worried about obviously the forestry taking over. So
any negative press they will jump on it. [CO1]
Some of the people arguing against ploughing are in the forestry camp but sniping against it. It’s
not long before they start sniping against big investors. It sounds like they have a socialist
agenda. [FM3]
4.2

Clients

As well as professional values, the values of the client are a main factor influencing the private
sector.
Some reported the emergence of a new more environmentally aware type of client.
The most exciting thing in the industry is the new breed of client. You have your big funds who
are getting on with making money but more and more you are getting the individual clients who
are not going into a fund, they’re going straight to [named agents] and saying “I’ve got a diverse
investment portfolio, I’ve heard forestry is a good thing, I need to make money but this is my
chance to make a difference so I’m prepared to take an interesting site that has challenges,
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create riparian woodland, helping to expand the industry because they are taking sites that
[forest investment company] wouldn’t touch because they’re too complicated. [MO1]
I think [FM company] get a really bad press because they are out to maximise the pound but
that’s kind of their job depending what kind of client they work for. But they not going to bend
the rules. [CO1]
There are mixed messages on whether clients were interested in the carbon arguments:
The carbon aspect [of forestry] has already become a big driver in markets. Some of our bigger
clients are pension funds. You know ordinary people have a stake in forestry because part of their
pension fund might be in it. The CSR agenda is incredibly important. [IN1]
Client impact is what shapes what I do. They pay my bill and I have to advise them on what I
believe meets their management criteria best. I have yet to do a long-term FP where one of the
client’s stipulations is carbon. [FM1]
Carbon would be one topic at the moment that I would click on and download. Investors are keen
on it so being across what’s going on is important. [IN2]
From a purely economic point of view, nobody’s thinking about carbon because there is not a
number associated. [FM3]
Some resisted the suggestion that clients drive aggressive ground prep:
It’s the management companies driving it more than the investment companies. They have a lot
of money; they are going to do forestry whether they can plough or not. Anyone who tells you
otherwise is talking nonsense. It’s the FM companies leading it, they are saying “we want to be
able to plough, bloody FC is stopping us!” - it’s nonsense. They think it’s a good show fighting the
corner to the investors, but they are not understanding the investors to my mind. [IN2]
The independent agent making these observations went on to describe several clients who were
either personal or institutional investors, who listened carefully to his explanation of the pros and
cons of ploughing and agreed with his recommendation not to plough.
The environmental credential are what they are after. They want to learn about it. Don’t want to
do things that are contentious. [IN2]
With these comments about the influence of clients’ values, and what those values are, it is possible
to interpret discussion about costs as a separate-but-related topic. Some focused on costs while
others explained the arguments were more subtle:
My big clients are commercially minded so I’ll do what’s cost effective. It’s not so much profit, it’s
what’s best for the client. Is it saving money or is it producing good quality Sitka yield class 24?
[CO1]
It's not that we are not driven by ROI. The owners’ woodlands have to pay. But they also
understand that it has to comply with sustainability, because they are motivated by transfer
between generations. [IN3]
Several discussed the effect of reducing grant rates where land is ploughed.
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I thought it would knock ploughing on the head but it doesn’t seem to have done. They still want
to plough and claim £1-200 less per hectare. I must admit I really thought, people always want to
claim the highest rate. Just shows how ingrained this bloody ploughing thing is ... [RE2]
A recent scheme, a massive farm that was sold last year. FC had just adjusted the planting grant,
so it was lower if you plough. The developers told me they were going to plough anyway because
it made more sense. Supposing it was 1000 ha, that meant they claimed £1/4 million less. It’s a
perfect example of the market working well. FC saved ¼ million, same result. [FM3]
4.3

Contractors

Contractors have a considerable role in influencing practice. A change in machinery cost and
availability means that many have equipped themselves with mounders.
Virtually all contractors now have continuous mounders, that’s the direction we’re being pushed
towards. [FM5]
Contractors vary, a lot have moved on to mounders. The ones who have, obviously swear by
mounding. [RE2]
Some described misunderstandings with contractors where ground prep or harvesting had not
turned out as expected.
That was down to the machine operator, maybe down to the manager not being forceful enough.
[MO2]
Shallow ploughing is not necessarily bad on the right site, shallow ditches fill in quite fast. But
some old machinery operators dig them far too deep, about a meter deep. Oh dear, we’re going
backwards. [RE1]
It’s very dependent on the contractor. There are sites where they have taken the easy option,
they have not taken any of the deadwood, just left it because there’s no value, but for us that’s a
big no-no because it’s causing problems for the restock. And then there’s contractors that don’t
take the easy road. [PS1]
However it is often the contractors who innovate to develop machinery that can carry out less
aggressive ground prep, whether working for the private or the public sector (see also examples
described in section 2.2):
If you are working on west coast there is only one company to my knowledge who is set up to
work a restocking site with a mechanical scarifier. He is in high demand all over GB. He would
need to see a good volume of work on the west coast to bring his machines off his normal
working routes. The soils in the area preclude this larger volume of programme. If there was a
larger volume programme and it was regular, other companies might be encouraged to invest in
the machinery. [PS1]
4.4

Carbon policy

Apart from client preferences, some highlighted policy as a driver for taking an interest in carbon.
Some even saw it as the reason for current planting grant levels (which were set before current zero
carbon policy).
Carbon is very much flavour of the month in the market. The reason the government is providing
generous grants is because policy is driven by the aim to become carbon neutral. It’s an easy win.
We know exactly the cost / ha, forestry sector will deliver it and there we go. The sector as a
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whole has to be confident it is delivering the carbon benefit to keep justifying the grants. The
Committee on Climate Change keeps making these recommendations and that’s where the
targets come from. [MO1]
Five years ago we wanted to squeeze the Sitka levels down, now we are focused very much on
soil and carbon because the government has declared a climate change emergency [RE1]
To be fair we are busier than in last 30 yrs because of woodland creation. Because the grant
system now is supporting more woodland … political point scoring for their carbon capture. [CO1]
The climate emergency was announced last year, they can’t hide behind good old traditional
forestry of ploughing everything. [RE1]
Others felt that there was too much emphasis on carbon and that the sector had lost sight of other
aspects of forestry.
It’s an interesting paper in its own right [Friggens et al 2020], but how you can take a site with no
ground prep, low yield class etc. and extrapolate that to all forestry. If I looked at that paper and
applied it I should revert it to heather moorland. But I wouldn’t, because there is more to this
than the carbon argument. We cannot fixate on carbon, we have to look in context with
everything else. [IN3]
4.5

Public and other stakeholders perceptions

For regulators public reactions to certain types of ground cultivation are an important factor.
Now they have done the mounding, now they are aware …. It’s great because locals will see that
and appreciate the value if you understand flood risk. [RE1]
Ploughing is about the public perception – I know from experience, you can do all the
consultation you like, some schemes go through smoothly, then the plough arrives and starts to
go up and down the hill, and that’s when the locals take notice [and start to complain]. [RE2]
Many in the private sector in contrast felt that the public has a poor understanding of forestry, its
benefits and constraints.
Bear in mind, farmers do what they do, they don’t consult their local communities when they
plough their fields or whatever, we consult every time we write or change a management plan,
every 5 years, It’s blinking hard work I tell you. We are going through the birthing pains of having
to educate the communities about what we do. [FM4]
Several also felt that other land use sectors had a poor understanding of forestry:
It’s very easy to make sweeping claims, you’ll see one land use sector proclaim on Twitter that it’s
better than others. [MO1]
When you look at stuff on line, environmentalists and so on are still opposed to productive
conifer. We get these negative comments all the time. I don’t think these people get it. The more
you look into climate change and what we have to try to achieve to get net zero by 2045, they
don’t realise how hard it is and how much society has to change. [FM4]
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5
5.1

Advice and guidance
General attitude to policy mechanisms

Forest managers in the private sector emphasised a pragmatic respect for standards and science:
We need to meet certain criteria, the UKFS only enables us to work in a certain way. As a bigger
company, all that information is fed to us very clearly. We don’t go off book. If we can’t plough
we’ll mound. We’ll go to the next best alternative. [FM5]
I came into forestry with the view of coming into a sustainable industry that was actually going to
do some good. If the science says the carbon balance is incredibly important then forestry needs
to follow the best practice in order to keep its credentials. [IN1]
People are comfortable with guidance and adhering. You have not got people who think ‘I know
we’re not allowed but really..’ If the bar wasn’t where it was, if you could get away with
reasonable level of pollution, there would be all sorts of tensions with the machine operators /
contractors. [Having the standard] makes life easier. [FM3]
Those from the regulatory bodies were less convinced that this attitude is universal, and one
produced evidence to show that only five years ago, only 74% of sites were found to be compliant
(Box 1).
In UKFS all the words are in there but people focus on ‘what’s the minimum I can get away with’
it’s lost in the ether. We need to say ‘this is your standard folks, written by you for you, we are
just reinforcing the messages’. [RE1]
SEPA does get criticised for holding things up; at [high profile planting site] we were the bogey
man, but we thought that was unfair to accuse us of holding things up. So we encourage early
engagement. [RE1]
Box 1. Investigating UKFS compliance in South Scotland.
One respondent described a study conducted by SEPA to look at the implementation of the UKFS in
Eskdalemuir and Galloway. The study allocated one year to visit forestry sites across four seasons.
“People forget the regs apply all year. If they choose to work in winter they have to use extra
protection measures.” It looked at roads, quarrying, spraying, ground prep and felling. Only 74% of
sites were found to be compliant. “The good thing was they didn’t deny it. For an industry that
preaches about its excellence and boast about UKWAS and sustainably managed woodlands, it was a
bit embarrassing.” Since then, outreach work has reached 1000 people. A recent follow-up found
94% of sites fully compliant, well managed. “The difference was attitudes on sites. People were very
proud, compared with before when they were cagey and aloof.”
5.2

Invisibility

Respondents had a lot to say about the forthcoming Soil Cultivation Guidelines6. Regulators saw a
need for them but had mixed views on their value:
UKFS just says minimise ground disturbance to achieve your objectives. But if your objective is to
grow SS as quickly and cheaply as possible then ploughing fits that [so UKFS does not go far
enough]. [RE2]
Scottish Forestry (DRAFT 2019). Cultivation for upland productive woodland creation sites: Applicant's Guidance.
: 26.
6
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The guidance will come out but how up to date? It’s been three years in preparation now. It
needs to reflect current government expectation. I’m worried it will be rushed out the door and
will mean nothing to no- one. [RE1]
The most frequent theme expressed in the private sector was that the guidelines had not yet been
published but that they already influence decisions made by woodland officers. This creates the
problem for forest management companies and investment advisers that decisions on new planting
applications are affected by a document that is both invisible, and unclear.
Will it help? Depends on what it says! [IN1]
The earliest we expect the draft is by Dec. But I’ve got a feeling it will be March next year. [FM4]
The cultivation guidance that we are adhering to is in draft form. There was some argument
about that decision made by SF that we have to adhere to guidance even though not published.
[FM5]
There is a good deal of nervousness. [MO1]
People do contest guidance and there is pushback from the private sector because they don’t like
it, but that’s not the point. It should become best practice and it is not yet best practice. The
guidelines haven’t been published, must assume they will represent an advance. [MO2]
FC started to implement it before it was official, it was forced on us retrospectively, we were held
to it even though not it has not yet been rubber stamped. [FM2]
It’s been forthcoming for a long long time. [IN1]
The invisibility relates to the fact that it is not yet published, while the lack of clarity, in their view,
relates to the fact or perception that it does not provide clear guidelines, so that the interpretation is
left open to the judgement of woodland officers. This, it is argued, means that judgements are
unpredictable and subjective.
The Forestry Commission7 started to implement it before it was official, it was forced on us
retrospectively, we were held to it even though it has not yet been rubber stamped. [FM2]
On a given site do you plough or mound? Currently that’s up to a discussion between the FM and
the Woodland Officer. If there’s new guidance the concern in the industry it would tip the balance
resulting in ground prep that would not lead to trees establishing. [MO1]
I think some people are having deep and meaningful discussions with woodland officers. Because
everybody interprets guidance in different ways. There is a thought that with some Woodland
Officers their interpretation is that ploughing is basically a bad thing. [IN1]
There are Woodland Officers who have fetishes about certain things, you end up having to do
certain things for certain people. At the same time there isn’t categoric guidance about this is soil
X and you must do Y. [FM3]

7

The term ‘the Forestry Commission’ is often used in interviews to refer to Forestry Commission Scotland and
Scottish Forestry; it is also sometimes used to refer to Forest Enterprise Scotland, and Forestry and Land
Scotland.
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The difficulty with the guidelines at the minute is borne very much out of who you deal with in SF.
A lot of woodland officers and conservators are applying guidance and guidelines as statute.
“Thou shalt.” [FM1]
The need for negotiation is also experienced as a need for extra resources by the regulators.
If the guidance was black and white, and ploughing was a thing of the past that would be dead
simple and you wouldn’t need extra people on the ground but because it is open to interpretation
you have to spend a lot of time discussing with people and arguing with people. It’s a war of
attrition … [RE2]
Woodland officers recognised this lack of clarity and resulting differences in their application
between different areas, which could result in applicants’ expectations being raised – or pressure
applied to the regulator.
How does it get personalised? I suppose because in some areas of the country they are applying
slightly different standards. Certainly they were a bit more lax in [names one area]. But we’re
always trying to adopt the same standards. [RE2]
One regulatory body felt that this active negotiation was a valuable learning process and was
contributing to a shift in practice.
[On one site] the whole of it has been mounded, and that’s because we objected to the shallow
ploughing, now they have done the mounding, now they are aware and the next time they will
know our start point. [RE1]
This prompted discussion of the status of the Soil Cultivation Guidelines and their influence.
Is it voluntary guidance? yes I suppose so. But to get a grant, that would be the minimum
standard. [RE2]
People will always push against the regulation if they feel it is constraining them. [MO2]
I just think clarity is always best. We know we can’t plant more than 75% of any one species. But
ploughing depends on the woodland officer or how strong the opposition is. I don’t think it does
the industry good if we are ploughing when SEPA have got very good reasons to not plough. We
are just opening ourselves up to criticism. Doesn’t help the Woodland Officers, it doesn’t help
anybody. [IN2]
Complaints about objectivity worked both ways – some wanted more experienced regulators who
would be able to understand the finer points of cultivation and exercise some flexibility. Some felt
this adherence to unpublished guidance reflected a lack of experience within Scottish Forestry, with
new staff lacking the experience to apply professional judgement based on experience.
I’m aware they have gone through a period of change, there are a lot of people coming in, I don’t
feel the mentoring is there to give them the experience so they are falling back on the rule book.
Previously, you had done the forestry, harvesting, ground prep, then in your 40s you became a
Woodland Officer and had experience and had the discussion. A proportion will use the book as
their backstop. [IN3]
These issues generate additional uncertainty among forestry investors:
I’ve not seen a draft. All I’ve heard from colleagues in the industry is that there was a chance that
… a change in the peat depth might be coming. That would be an issue, particularly if you have
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an investor who has just bought a farm, gone through the two year application process, bird
surveys, everything, and suddenly you can’t plant. [IN2]
5.3

Lack of clarity or completeness

Invisibility notwithstanding, most private sector respondents hinted that they did not expect to be
happy with the final result for a range of reasons.
Some felt a document focusing on soil cultivation only, missed the point of forestry, that tree growth
compensates for soil carbon loss.
I don’t find the soil guidance convincing. We should be looking at the broader picture … not just
establishment but comparing how quickly trees are established in this situation vs that situation.
That is missing. [FM5]
While some felt that it must be a document that left room for professional interpretation, because
ultimately the forester would know best what is needed, others wanted it to be much more
directive:
What’s important is that the guidance has to be fine-tuned by practitioners, there’s no point
publishing guidance that we then think ‘we can’t use that’ or it won’t do what we need. [FM4]
It would be a lot clearer if the guidance said more about patchiness, mosaics, buffers … where
does it start and finish. [RE2]
If we had it written in stone, I think it would be helpful. If you know you can’t plough you don’t
need to get into a fight. Nobody wants that. We can’t carry on as we are, saying ‘in certain
circumstances you can plough’ … investors like certainty, clarity. [IN2]
I’ve been around long enough to know the guidance changes, there are winners and losers, staff
changes. [IN3]
Some felt that different standards and practices are expected in the public sector. One contractor
commented that policy priorities for carbon were tilting the balance towards private woodland
creation rather than public forest quality.
The political point scoring for carbon capture is a joke because we’ve done no maintenance on
any FC sites this year because they are throwing all the money at woodland creation. [CO1]
The public sector focus on ground prep relates almost entirely to restock, as discussed above. FLS
has its own cultivation guidance:
I would say it is very useful for a site that you are cultivating not long after it’s harvested but
because we would tend to leave sites for three years there’s other factors that we would consider
that end up becoming our focus. [PS1]
It’s a quite expensive flip-out thing, nice looking document, most of the stuff we’ve been doing for
a while and we should know. It would have been incredibly useful when I was a younger forester.
It’s got … least impressive … decision making matrix based on soils and preferred ground prep.
[For me] it’s stating the obvious. [PS2]
While most discussion about the Guidelines and shifting regulatory standards focused on ploughing,
some also talked about unwelcome shifts in expectation and uncertainty about the scale of
identification of deep peat. They recognised the existing rule is that deep peat is defined as 50 cm
or deeper, and that this is not to be planted; this is widely accepted:
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The only rule is, if it’s more than 50cm deep you can’t plant it whatsoever. I don’t know where
[that rule] is, in FGS or UKFS … it’s an EIA requirement. [FM2]
but some had encountered new expectations.
The same rules are being interpreted in a different way. We were identifying literally 2x2 m areas
of deep peat with shallow areas around that. We were finding say 55 cm depth of peat,
surrounded by 40cm, we were being asked to apply open ground buffers. We’re being asked to be
more cautious. [FM5]
Regulators agreed it was a ‘grey area’.
Others expressed concern about rumours that the acceptable depth of peat was going to be reduced
in the forthcoming guidelines.
These concerns contrast sharply with the level of consensus and acceptance of the Water
Guidelines8 which were often referred to.
The industry was screaming out for a better steer, to do things in a more sustainable manner. So
[the Water Guidelines] were welcomed. I can remember a specific training course, hosted by
Tilhill, in 1985 or 6, on site with a major pollution incident as consequence of bad draining. There
were 20 managers there thinking ‘this is clearly not right’. [FM3]
5.4

Process and ownership

Some of the complaints about invisibility could be addressed by wider understanding of the process.
Interviews demonstrated that the guidance is the product of a process involving stakeholders from
across public and private sectors, and the delays are caused by concerns in the private sector.
The need for the guidance was linked to the recent increase in conifer planting:
I joined the customer rep group. At that point, we were complaining that the guidance on
cultivation was very out of date, written for the 1990s when we weren’t doing significant
productive woodland creation. So only when we went back to conifer we had to do this. [FM4]
It was also a reaction to a perceived difference in opinion between FCS and the private sector.
[XX] from FCS said, ‘we’re drafting new guidance.’ He has quite strong views about what’s right
and wrong. As we went round chatting and looking at sites, I was thinking ‘well I’m sorry I don’t
think you’re right.’ So I knew then straight away that if he was preparing the guidance that we
might have issues with it. [FM4]
And despite strong private sector involvement:
We used our experience to help refine the second draft. And we got that to an acceptable
standard where it seemed that everyone was happy including Forest Research. And that was
almost ready to go to be published. But at that point soil C started to appear as an issue so they
said no we’ve got to reconsider this, we said fine, so that’s now been parked for two yrs. [FM4]
Most private sector respondents were mystified about the development process:

Forestry Commission (2019). Managing forest operations to protect the water environment. Forestry
Commission Practice Guide., Forestry Commission, Edinburgh: 48 pp.
8
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Part of the issue is that it’s been in draft for a few years, I don’t know what the hesitation is, it
makes it more difficult for us, the hesitation and back and forth. Our impression was that the
research that it’s based on is from quite a small pool of research and didn’t consider the wider
carbon budget which as foresters is very important to us. [FM5]
I simply don’t understand why it came out in the way it came out, it looked like policy but was
labelled draft, that just confuses everyone. So I thought had been written without a lot of
discussion with the private sector. I got the impression not many people knew about it. There’s
some kind of working group. [FM3]
Regulators also felt distant from the process and that it was diminished by delay:
I’m sure we have had a chance to input! I can’t say I’ve been actively involved. [Interviewer: So
who is influencing the guidelines?] Presumably ploughing fanatics on the commercial side. [RE2]
I don’t care what guidance comes out, I feel it would be out of date when it comes out. It’s been
held up because the sector doesn’t like it. There’s a lot of tit for tat, Scottish Forestry desperate to
get it out, but [industry membership organisation] and the old heads in these companies have
objected to it because they see it as restricting their business. We’ve had three years of this. It’s
not because the science isn’t there. [RE1]
6

Science and knowledge

The most common topic discussed under this theme was the existing professional knowledge of
foresters. Many felt that the science underpinning the forthcoming cultivation guidelines was scarce
and delivers mixed messages. A few were taking an active interest in the science and two were
involved in commissioning new science by hosting PhD work and consultancy studies on specific
sites.
6.1

Lack of science / full life cycle analysis

Most respondents from all stakeholder groups felt that scientific knowledge was not yet adequate to
support decisions about carbon management especially with regard to soils.
We were under the same impression that the research is still. … could do with more science.
Really a wider consideration into the full C budget – everything from nursery to feeling trees at
first rotation and following rotation – detailed analysis – full life cycle analysis. [FM5]
Clearly we do need more science. I know FR is working hard on this. [MO2]
CCC last year commissioned CEH to look at C in peatland, so obviously forestry was one of the
questions. The study came to the conclusion that we don’t have much empirical data. [MO1]
A particular gap that many highlighted was a perceived disconnect between studies of soil carbon
and of the full carbon life cycle through several rotations. They sometimes phrased this as ‘time to
carbon positive’. In many respondents’ view, this led to a poorly informed failure to appreciate the
value of productive forest creation.
Initial thing that’s missing is new woodland creation, to look at C trade-off and how quickly did
they become carbon positive. I don’t think there is any. When it gets to above ground it is quite
straightforward. [MO1]
There’s a little bit of scepticism. It only seems to me to be looking at one side of the equation.
There doesn’t seem to be a lot of emphasis being put on the amount of carbon that might be
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being locked up or by the tree crop. And also what seems to be missing is inputs from leaf litter. I
can’t recall seeing that in the latest research. [IN1]
Commercial forestry is undervalued. With the Woodland Carbon Code nothing counts after 25 yrs
… that is utter **** because if you are producing something which is displacing steel, plastic, the
C benefit keeps going on and on and on. There is this purist view that we don’t know what
happens in the future so just give you the average up to 25 yrs. [FM3]
Although others pointed out that this positive interpretation depends on context.
My sense is that [afforestation] is a net benefit for carbon but there isn’t a lot in it. And of course
if you are burning a lot of the wood, it’s carbon negative. If the wood is going in to biomass, and
there is a huge C loss in the heavy machinery to reduce it to pellet or chip, it’s carbon negative. If
you lock it up in fencing, carcassing or roof joists, I’m not a scientist but I’m pretty sure it’s carbon
positive. [IN2]
6.2

Professional knowledge

More than published science, most respondents drew on their own knowledge to discuss the science
behind cultivation decisions, and the wider aspects of carbon budgets in forestry. There was
generally a high level of confidence in soils knowledge based on vegetation survey skills.
For the core of my job I’m quite happy going out and looking at the ground vegetation. [PS2]
But less confidence in knowledge of soil carbon.
I did part of my undergrad dissertation on soil carbon. We have a lot of discussion in the office,
largely around peaty soils. [FM5]
Soil carbon has become a big discussion point. We’re aware that soil carbon is much less well
understood … there’s a lot of questions around it. [MO1]
Lot of foresters don’t think too deeply about carbon, think they are growing trees and it’s great
they are locking up carbon. [RE2]
And some described a generally low level of soils knowledge.
I had a better understand of soils at uni 10 years ago. It is now not something I use regularly so it
has been pushed out of my memory. My understanding is silvicultural from a “right tree on the
right soils” perspective. [PS2]
A lot of foresters don’t know a huge amount about soils, they are reluctant to do soil surveys,
don’t know what they are looking for. The RSFS trainings on soils are always overbooked. Clearly
people feel they need to know more. [FM3]
And highlighted the need to learn more to keep up with changes in the market.
If we are going to sell ourselves as being green we have got to get it right. If they get the sense
you are wrong they will lose faith in you. If you care going to make claims about carbon you
better be right. Far better to say I don’t know I’ll find out. [IN2]
I would be keen to have more training on soil carbon and climate change. What they [trainers]
focus on is tree species to plant with a focus on climate change and how those trees are able to
adapt or not, rather than the soil carbon release in terms of what method is most intrusive and
releases more carbon. [PS1]
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Much of this professional knowledge was directly linked to observation and experience.
Respondents provided numerous examples of situations that they had observed, questioned and
informed their opinion. Examples include those above describing growth on deep peat, and many
more e.g.
We’d seen what they did in Finland with brash and stump extraction, we trialled taking those out,
then quickly realised we were going to do quite a lot of damage to the soil. [FM4]
I just look at things, I’ve got that sort of brain … [CO2]
Forestry releases but also captures carbon. We see again and again, I could take you to see it - a
scheme where ploughed trees have established faster with less failure, less man hours, less
chemical and less resources at nursery. [FM5]
I’ve learnt from my mistakes. [For example?] a couple of sites that we windrowed and it was
really deep peat and what happened the following year was a lot of weeds and vegetation came
up on the soil that has now caused a problem on the beat up, because the trees were really badly
eaten by weevils, the site was effectively 80% dead, but we can’t put machines back in [because
of the brash rakes] so now we have problem with the vegetation. That site would have been
better mounded than brash raked. [PS1]
Some built on their practice and experience to effectively establish trials. One estate forester is
examining the effect of rotary spot cultivation on the nutrient regime. Under the terms of the grant
(Sustainable Management grant) annual surveys of seedling recruitment and growth are providing
new data on natural regeneration as a means of woodland establishment.
People argued both ways about the evidence for (dis)benefits of ploughing:
Particularly when we are asking for public money to plant forests, private forestry doesn’t help
itself. So many say we are foregoing yield. Is there really that much evidence? Genetically
improved crops so getting so much more yield anyway. The difference between planting on
mounded or drained land doesn’t affect the investment value. [IN2]
The science is not there – but you can interpret it yourself, the result of ploughing is less water,
more oxidation, giving it a nice warm position. [FM5]
Very early on when mounding came in, in the early 90s, I was looking at lot of trench mounding
and I was concerned at the impact. We mostly do hinge mounding because I perceive that to be
the least invasive that I need to get the plants established. [IN3]
For some respondents this sense of professional knowledge merged into a belief based on longstanding practice, similar to the examples given in section 3.1 (Professional culture).
Old foresters say the proper way is to plough, [forester x] was trying to get his old lecturers to
come out and see the mounding. Because they have never seen it. [CO2]
I’m become a bit concerned over the last few years that some people are almost fundamentally
against plough or almost any kind of ground prep, like religious zeal. I want to make sure the
debate stays in science, economics. [FM3]
Overall however there was a strong sense of respect for science and evidence:
We need to look with open eyes and be scientific, so [we should] not [be] saying ploughing
everywhere is bad. It’s not appropriate on certain sites, very appropriate on others. [IN1]
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One thing I like about the sector is there is no fear of evidence. Because we are sufficiently
confident that what we are doing is beneficial. We are not going to get evidence that says stop
doing forestry. So bring on the evidence! [MO1]
This is reflected in an active and critical approach to research, discussed in the next section.
6.3

Active engagement with science

Many respondents reported taking an active interest in forest science and were familiar with a
couple of recent papers in particular. A few felt that the topic of soil carbon was so important that all
foresters should be paying close attention.
We know the focus is on carbon. Any forester worth their salt is looking at this [research] and
asking what is coming next. All professional foresters should be taking the information and
asking, “should I and can I make changes?” “Do they impact on the financial side and the
sustainability side?” Where you can make those changes you should. [IN3]
If the science comes out to say that the mineralisation of peat even of 20 cm of depth is such that
it’s creating a larger problem with [CO2] emissions than the afforestation of the site that is
something we would have to take on board. [IN1]
Most however said that they relied on member organisations (RSFS, ICF, CONFOR) and Forestry
Journal to draw their attention to new science, and in particular looked to Forest Research (which
publishes regular research updates).
I have a natural aversion to intensive ground prep, but I’ve been supported by more
knowledgeable people [in Forest Research]. [RE1]
I get quite a lot of stuff through [the industrial membership organisation]. At public meetings that
we hold, the steering group for mid Scotland are always trying to come up with interesting
subjects … soil C is interesting and it does get the punters because it is a hot topic. [IN1]
This level of active interest was reflected in quite a critical attitude to research:
If someone comes with bit of research and says, “actually what you’ve been doing for 30-40 yrs is
wrong”, my reaction is “well what about the last 100 yrs?” My predecessors have been managing
since the late 1700s so that means they must have been managing sustainably. I will look at the
paper critically and ask, can I make adjustments. [IN3]
As a member of [an advisory group] and being told that soil carbon was an issue I thought I
should go away and read about it. So I downloaded as many papers as I could and read probably
about 2 dozen of them, I then realised what a murky world it is. There was very poor data on
soils, it was not clearly explained at all, and quite often the conclusions that the researcher made
didn’t stand scrutiny, because they would then refer to other research, to other results to justify
their conclusions. So I then thought, hold on, this is very dodgy. [FM4]
I really do believe that things should be science based, if it came out saying the net C losses of
peat in excess of whatever, 30cm, were greater than the C benefits, then we should steer clear of
those sites. That would have a major effect on practice. But we do have to have the science right.
[IN1]
Several referred to specific papers and critiqued the way they had been interpreted. Commenting on
the paper by Vanguelova et al (2019) on “Impact of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.)
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afforestation on the carbon stocks of peaty gley soils – a chronosequence study in the north of
England.”
What struck me is a lot of the research was in Kielder, deep peat that we wouldn’t now be
allowed to plant, 90cm deep ploughing so the data they have on the carbon release from these
soils is extreme. The problem is [FPG’s] interpretation of the paper is based on this big experiment
in Kielder and it is wrong. We couldn’t plant those now and we couldn’t use those techniques
now. The amount of carbon that’s been released, I don’t think it’s fair to compare what we’re
now allowed to. [FM4]
Because looking at sites that are now 2 rotations old, had done wrong old fashioned things,
downhill drains, ploughed, some practices that would never be done now, others only on very
carefully chosen sites. Despite that it showed that [even] old sites should be soil carbon should be
positive after two rotations. [MO1]
And in relation to the paper by Friggens et al (2020) which was published towards the end of the
interview period:
Having looked at it I have become incredibly frustrated at the spin that’s being put on it, taking
research out of context, spinning it for own ends. Especially when we don’t know enough about
it, taking one piece of the jigsaw. [IN3]
6.4

Demand led science

In addition to the many examples of direct observation and inference, and of informal experiments
and examples of learning from experience, respondents described two examples where they had
been directly involved in commissioning new research because they found the existing science
inadequate or conflicting. In the following examples respondent codes are not given, as they would
be easy to identify which would then remove the anonymity of their contributions in the earlier
parts of the report.
In the first example Tilhill has partnered with Edinburgh and Heriot-Watt Universities to host
fieldwork for two PhD’s9. The second of these led to the creation of a carbon flux model for use in
Tilhill. According to interviews it ‘will predict how much C is embedded in the process of us creating
woodland, it includes cultivation, fencing, tubes, plastic, tree supply, roading; for the first time we
have accurate information on forestry transplants.’ This prompted a request for further modelling to
include the full rotation, ‘so that the manager understands when we will get to net zero’. ‘So you
have to understand the site, its growth potential, and you then have to do the modelling. We now
have a model which will give us graphs of C sequestration and calculate the year of net zero.’
This research is viewed as novel and exciting, and is being rolled out to the company through carbon
champions. ‘we briefed the model out to them, if they have a site including thinking about
cultivation techniques then they can run the model and we can then use it to choose the best
option.’
The second described a study supported by Scottish Forestry, SEPA and others, at Larriston in the
Scottish Borders10. ‘It’s a lovely project, the first of its kind. It’s an economic appraisal of everything
to do with planting trees on that site. Preparation, various kinds of mounding, economic value of
recreation, biodiversity; all of that in one place. So we’ll be able to say you don’t have to shallow
9

information from interviews and from www.forestryscotland.com
The report was due 31 August 2020, at time of interview.
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plough – we’ll be able to say, ‘look the data here from this typical midge infested hell hole is showing
it’s economically ok’.
7

Summary

How is current practice adapting to concerns about soil carbon?







Forest managers highlight the improvements in practice made since the 1980s, and many feel
that they are still being judged on perceptions of what was done then.
Ploughing is popular in the commercial forestry sector, and amongst older foresters, but not
universally so.
Ploughing is an issue for new woodland establishment, not for restock. However many
practitioners feel that ground preparation for restock is as much of a concern as woodland
establishment, and that practices around restock are overlooked and under-regulated.
Some see harvesting and restock as an important opportunity to change from what is seen as
‘old-fashioned’ forestry to better methods, or even to move to peatland restoration.
Contractors have an important and possibly overlooked role in innovating to make better
practice possible. The spread of lower-impact mounding can be traced back to one or two
individuals who designed suitable machinery for Scottish conditions.

What influences ideas of ‘good practice’?




Professional culture plays a role in influencing ideas about what is acceptable practice, but it is
also clear that there is a wide range of interpretations of what is acceptable. Public opinion plays
much less of a role in influencing practice.
The commercial sector emphasised the influence of clients on practice. Most highlighted the role
of finance, and the drive to maximise return on investment. A few foresters indicated that clients
are more sophisticated and that more carbon-friendly forest establishment is welcomed with
minimal impact on financial returns over the full rotation.

How do foresters engage with science and other sources of information?




Practitioners take a critical interest in the science of soil carbon in forestry.
Most foresters trust their own experience and observation of results in the field more than
scientific papers.
Forest managers generally consider the current science to be incomplete in two ways: it has not
yet taken into account the combined effects of forestry on soil and above-ground carbon; and it
does not consider the cumulative effect over multiple rotations. Many feel that such approaches
would support the case for ploughing and rapid initial growth.

How do stakeholders engage with policy and guidance on this issue?






The UKFS is widely accepted and used as a reference point to support the view that current
forestry practice is sustainable. However, regulators pointed to evidence that compliance with
the UKFS is significantly lower than would be expected.
Many are simply looking for timely and predictable application processes, and welcome
transparent settled guidelines. A few feel that their own experience and knowledge is superior
to that of regulators, and they should be allowed to vary ground preparation accordingly.
Some in the commercial forestry sector see the regulatory sector as under-skilled and failing to
stand together with colleagues across the profession. Many see Scottish Forestry in particular as
underfunded and understaffed, and therefore unable to fulfil its role adequately.
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Appendix. Study methods
Sample: a long list was drawn up of suggested contacts in four categories: private forest
management (agents); public forest management (FLS); regulators; contractors; professional bodies.
About 25 contacts were invited to participate and all those who responded were interviewed using
videoconference or (on two occasions) phone. Some of these categories were further subdivided as
the study proceeded, for example as it became evident that independent forest agents had views
sometimes distinct from those of the big forest management companies, and as the role of
contractors was highlighted. The response rate was good except in the forest regulatory body where
most of those invited did not have time to participate.
Interview: used semi-structured interview method. Guide topics included: practice (current and
past), influences on practice, advice and guidance (as a particular influence on practice), science, and
policy
Coding, thematic analysis: Interviews were not recorded but were typed up verbatim under the five
topics. To ensure objectivity themes were then coded using nvivo software, and all relevant quotes
sorted to provide an insight into the range of views on each theme. Coding involves the building up
of themes by assigning codes to relevant quotations. Codes can be combined or split as the coding
proceeds. In this case the themes identified under 'advice and guidance' and 'policy' were combined,
as responses covered much of the same subject matter.
Cleaning: quotations were edited to remove identifiers of people, organisations and places
Analysis: a technique called 'thematic analysis' was used to build up a picture of the themes and to
summarise them in practitioners' own words. To achieve this it was important to gain a sense of
whether a view is widely held, whether there are strong differences of opinion and whether those
differences are associated with particular stakeholder groups.
Reporting: quotations were selected to illustrate each theme, and where views were diverse, to
illustrate the range of views. In this 'long version', more quotations have been included than usual,
because participants have seen them as an interesting resource.
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